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   If you’re goal is to have a successful lash business with long term or 

life long clients, coming every 2 to 3 weeks for infills, you absolutely 

need to have great lash retention. In my experience, the three most 

important aspects to long term success in the lash industry are: 

1.  PERONALITY AND EXPERIENCE – not only is a client coming to you 

to get lash extensions, more importantly, that client is getting you, 

the person! You truly are the most important aspect to your client! 

They ultimately need to know, like and trust you and your results. 

2.  CUSTOMIZED LASH STYLING - being able to give each client the 

proper customized lash style to suit and compliment their eye shape 

3.  HAVING GREAT LASH RETENTION! - You can deliver the first two 

aspects perfectly, but if your client’s lash retention isn’t great, 

eventually clients will look elsewhere. This is the money maker! 

   Clients hand over their hard-earned money to get their lashes done 
and there isn’t anything more frustrating for them, then having their 
lashes fall off too soon. What your clients really want more than 
anything are lash extensions that look great and LAST!  
 
On the other hand, there is nothing more frustrating for a lash artist 
than to spend the time, energy and money to acquire a new lash client 
and then spend the next 2 to 3 hours creating a beautiful set of lashes, 
to have them all fall off in the next week or two. Then to top it off 
having to do a near complete set of lashes again at the next fill! Not  
only is this mentally exhausting, but you are having to spend so much  
more time and do so much work than necessary. Not to mention more  
product and cost on your end. Your clients should have half to ¾ of  
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their lashes remaining at a 2 or 3 week fill, not a quarter or less 
remaining. If this sounds familiar, you’re not alone. I hear this all time! 
 
   The great news is, sometimes the smallest “tweaks” to our lashing 
routine can make the biggest difference. If a lash artist is struggling with 
retention, I will go down the list below, in this order, to pinpoint the 
issue(s) that are causing the problem. Many of these are super simple 
and basic solutions, but a lot of times are taken for granted or get 
missed.  
 
1. PROPER GLUE DIP – This is the big one, in my opinion, to get next 

level lash retention. You ABSOLUTELY need to dip your lash 

extension vertically (straight up and down) into your adhesive and 

then straight up. Your lash extension shouldn’t be at an angle at all. 

It needs to be perfectly perpendicular to your glue. Why? Because if 

you dip your lash extension or “swipe” your lash into your glue bead 

at an angle, the adhesive will run or “wick” up the shaft of the lash 

extension, ever so slightly, toward the tip of your lash and not stay 

perfectly at the base. You may not even see this happen if you have 

a seamless amount, but make no mistake, it is happening if you don’t 

keep your lash extension straight up and down. Then when you 

apply it to the natural lash, the very base of the extension isn’t 

adhered perfectly, and it will “pop” off or “lift” prematurely, creating 

major retention issues. 
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2. USING ENOUGH GLUE? – The second thing I look for, is to make sure 

enough glue is being used. Why? Because, I have found a lot of lash 

artists just don’t use or pick up enough glue when they dip and by 

the time they apply the lash extension to the natural lash, there is 

already a thin film forming on the glue on the lash extension. The 

lash extension either won’t adhere at all or if it is, it’s barely “tacked 

on and will most likely fall off much quicker than it should. 

Remember, the faster you get the lash on, the better the bond.  Also, 

don’t fuss around – leave it!  The more you play with the lash 

extension after you have let it go on the NL, the weaker the bond will 

be. 

P.S. – When you are dipping your lash extension (making sure to 

dip vertically), if you want to pick up more glue, simply pull the 

lash extension straight up quicker. Most likely a small bead OR 3 

very small beads (ideal) will form at the very bottom of the lash 

extension. If you want a seamless amount pull straight up out of 

your adhesive slowly. (quick = more, slow = less)  

 

3. AIM FOR THE BASE – You must apply lash extensions to the BASE of 

the natural lash.  This sounds obvious, but after teaching and 

mentoring many lash artists, I have noticed that most lash artists 

apply the lash extension too far away from the base of the NL.  Try 

coming straight down at an angle and focus on the base of the 

extension to the base of the natural lash.  The farther you apply the  
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lash extension away from the base the “heavier” the lash feels or 

acts on the natural lash which will cause the natural lash to twist, 

turn and/or tangle but also cause the NL to fall out prematurely 

shortening the lash cycle and lash retention for your clients. 

 

4. BLANK CANVAS – In order to have incredible lash retention we need 

to have squeaky clean lashes or a “blank canvas” to apply our lash 

extensions to. Cleansing the lashes before you start lashing helps 

with a few things. Firstly, it removes any debris like make up, 

mascara, dead skin, etc… that gets in the way of a perfect bond 

between the lash extension and NL. It may look like your lash 

extension is adhered well, but in reality, it is only attached to the 

debris resting on the natural lash. Second, cleansing gets rid of any 

oils including the natural oils on the NL. This way your lash extension 

is applied right to the NL without having oils slowly breaking down 

your adhesive. Third, when we cleanse and rinse the natural lashes 

prior to lashing, this will ad moisture to the porous NL and helps the 

adhesive attach quicker and easier to the NL and cure the adhesive 

faster for a better bond. 

 

5. LASHING ENVIRONMENT – In order to set yourself up for success 

and have incredible lash retention for your clients, you need to have 

a consistent lashing environment. I honestly feel this will differ for 

each lash artist as it is preference and really what you are  
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comfortable with and how well you know your adhesive. The less 

humidity in the air and/or the colder your lash room, the slower your 

adhesive will dry. The more humid and/or hotter your lash room is, 

the quicker your adhesive will dry. The optimum humidity for most 

brands is about 30-50% humidity and 19 – 23 degrees Celsius. For 

me, my optimum room settings for lashing are 35% humidity and 

22.5 degrees. This may differ slightly for you. In order to keep levels 

consistent, you will need a hygrometer to measure your humidity 

and find one that also measures the temperate as well. Make sure to 

keep it right beside your lash bed and clients head, as even across 

your lash room might differ then right where you are lashing, 

especially temperature from you and your client’s body heat.  In 

order to keep levels even, you will most likely need a humidifier / 

dehumidifier, air conditioner and a thermostat / space heater that 

you can use to quickly alter the room conditions (both humidity and 

temperature) to suit you. 

Remember (high humidity/high temperature = fast drying times) 

(Low humidity / cool temperature = slow dying times) 

6. SHAKE YOUR GLUE – It is extremely important to thoroughly shake 

your glue!  Lash adhesive separates while it’s sitting over night or for 

a long period of time. You will need to shake your glue vigorously for 

one minute before you start your first appointment each day and 

15-30 seconds each time you take a new drop of adhesive 

throughout your appointment. If you don’t shake your glue bottle 
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enough, the first drops can be toxic and possibly cause your clients 

to react.  At the same time, you are throwing off the mixture of the 

remaining glue left in the bottle, diluting its potency.  Lash adhesives 

are formulated to be shaken vigorously before use!  

7. KEEP IT FRESH – I personally find most lash artists wait too long to 

drop a new bead of adhesive while lashing. The first bead is already 

too “tacky” or “sticky” or “stringy” and the adhesive no longer 

performs or adheres the same way. I find that when the adhesive 

gets “tacky” it doesn’t adhere with the same bonding strength, even 

if it looks the same when the lash extension is applied to the NL. 

When I ask lash artists why they wait, a lot of them reply with cost, 

because they don’t want to “waste” too much glue.  But the cost of 3 

or 4 beads per set or fill is maybe a dollar or so, using a $50 10ml 

bottle, so your cost is very minimal compared to having incredible 

results and happy clients. 

8.  LASH WEIGHT – You can follow steps 1 through 7, but if you’re 

putting on too “heavy” of a lash extension for your client’s natural 

lashes, you are going to have retention issues. This is very basic stuff, 

but I still see it all the time. I always recommend staying on the side 

of caution and go with a “lighter” lash versus using a larger diameter 

extension. Not only will this increase your lash retention, but your 

client’s lash extensions will stay much more symmetrical with less 

twisting and turning as they grow out.  This also goes for volume  
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lashing as well. You will always have better retention using a 3D fan 

versus a 6D fan.  

Note: This is very important for the lash health of long term clients who 
will be coming back for 2 or 3 week infills, however, if you have the odd 
client that comes in for a one-off event like a wedding or trip then you 
could go with the “heavier” lash, since they will either be removing 
them or letting them fall off naturally.    

 

9. AFTERCARE – It is very important that you go over aftercare with 

every client at their first appointment with you. I recommend 

sending each of them home with an aftercare sheet as well, so they 

can reference what you just went over with them. It is your 

responsibility to educate your clients on how, by following your 

advice, their lashes which they just paid their hard-earned money 

for, should last the way they and you expect. If a client comes back 

for a fill and hasn’t followed your aftercare advice, you must impress 

upon them the importance of looking after them for not only great 

retention, but lash health as well. 

 

10. TROUBLESHOOTING - Even if you’ve done all of the above and 

your client has followed all your after care down to the tee,  

occasionally the odd client will lose their lashes faster than 

anticipated. It is your job to investigate.  Is it within the first 48 

hours? If so, it was probably the glue not curing properly or not 

proper placement of the lash extension to the NL. Do they have  
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naturally oily skin or a very hooded eye that the lash extensions 

touch or rest on when the eye is open? Do they use oil-free 

moisturizer or face wash?  Or they could have experienced a “lash 

shed” which happens in the spring and fall. You’d be able to tell if 

this is the case as your client would have lost a great deal and lashes 

and has lots of “baby” lashes coming in. 

   However, usually oil in some form is the culprit, but it could also be 

other factors such as rubbing (allergy season), sleeping habits, or 

perhaps they tend to touch their eyes and face without realizing 

it.  It is your job to keep probing and get down to the problem and 

solve the issue! 

 

That’s it! It’s that simple. If you can master these few techniques you 

will have incredible lash retention for your clients, quicker fill times 

because you have less lashes to do and save money and time in the 

process! Plus, you are going to have raving clients who refer their 

friends, family and coworkers to you, because you are best lash artist 

with lashes that LAST! 
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       Now that you have the tools and knowledge to achieve incredible lash 
retention all you need is an incredible adhesive that you can count on for 
each and every client!  
 
      How would you like to discover a revolutionary way to purchase your 
adhesive designed to drastically grow your business? 
 
       And the best part is, you can sample our adhesives at cost – no 
questions asked! To learn more simply click on the button below. 
 
 
 
 
 

Learn why the top brands in the industry  
choose Lash Secrets… 

 
✓ Premium lash adhesives 
✓ Extremely low cost! 
✓ Incredible retention  
✓ Quick drying – 1 to 2 seconds 
✓ Fast shipping and tracking   
✓ Low fume + latex + formaldehyde free   
✓ No MOQ – order 1 or 100+ - you’re in control!   
✓ OEM – private labelling available  
✓ Drastically cut down your cost per client 
✓ Start your own lash empire! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
         

 

Yes, I’d like to sample the glue today! 
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